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'·,· I. INTRODUCTION

1. In the context.of its programme for the achievement
of the internal market and particularly the requirements
of Article 99 of the Tre~ty establishing the Community,
the Commission put forward in 1987 a proposal (1) for
common rates of excise duty on mineral

oils.

In the

light of subsequent reactions, a series of revisions
were made i.n 1989 (2) with the intention of easing the
process of convergence of rates for the Member States.
As far as mineral oils are concerned, it is proposed
that national excise rates should, depending on the
product concerned be brought into conformity with
prescribed minimum rates, or bands of rates, by 31
December 1992. Such an initial step is seen as the first
step

in a

rates.

gradual alignment towards long term target

These

will be set out,

taking due account of

relevan·t Community policies, in a proposal to be made by
the Commission before the end of 1990.
2. However, to ensure the establishment and functioning
of the internal market, it is not sufficient that the
rates of excise duty within the Community be aligned.
The framework within which these taxes are charged must
also be identified and a common structure laid down in
those

areas

where

continued

differences

in

national

practices would hinder or distort the free movement of
goods after the abolition of border controls. This does
not entail for the moment, the establishment .of a
uniform fiscal system but rather a sufficient degree of

1 COM(87) 327

Proposal for a Council Directive on the Approximetion of the Rates of Excise Duty on Mineral Oils.
2 COM(89) 526
amending (1) above .•
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coordination

to

ensure

that

similar

products

are

generally taxed in a similar manner and that tax-induced
differences in the final price of these products are not
such as to encourage fraudulent or artificial purchases
3.

To

achieve

this,

the

lll.inimum

requirements

for

exciseable products is that the products to be taxed be
clearly identified,

that the event giving rise to the

charge is defined together with the :method and procedure
of payment of the resultant tax liability.
of

mineral

oils,

the

specific

nature

In the car,;e

of

the

market

requires that common conditions be set for practices in
relation to the
oils

or reduced rat.:e

supply of tax-exempt

particularly

where

these

have

i:mplications

for

movements across national borders.

IIo BACKGROUND
1. This structures proposal has as its basis an earlier

initiative by the Commission which sought to lay down a
common framework for taxes on mineral oils for the
Community (3) • At the time ( 1973) , the Commission had
envisaged

that

rates

excise

of

the

process

duty

harmonized structure

would

was

in

of

moving

commence
place.

towards
only

This

corr~on

after

the

approach was

consistent with policy on VAT.
2. It was also considered. that the proper.co-ordination
of Community policies in energy and transport could not
be achieved unless the distortions arising from the
diversity in the fiscal treatment of :mineral oils ..,.,ere
greatly reduced.

3 CC?!{73) 1234 final
Directive Proposal on the harmonization of e1<c:ise duties on mineral oils.
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3.

Although

table

this

proposal

despite

the

has

since

remained

having
matter on a

Commission

on

the

drawn

the

to the
number
occasions
during this period - it can no longer
considered as providing in its present format,
necessary degree of harmonization required for
Council's

at·tention

working of the

internal market.

of
be
the
the

Since 1973 there has

been a growing tendency for na·tional fiscal systems to
diverge. This diversity has been compounded by· two
enlargements of the Community in the intervening period.
The periodic bouts of instability in the international
oil market and consequent energy policy considerations

taken
together · wit.h. the.
increased
importance
of
environmental considerat.ions have changed the external
dynamics against which indirect tax policies have been
formulated.
4.

This has

led the

Commission to revie.w the 1973

proposal critically. Certain provisions which cannot be.
considered as being strictly linked to the abolition of
fiscal frontiers have been removed. The
proposal nm//
being put forward replaces the original proposal but is
limited in scope to what is considered esse:ntial at this
stage for the functioning of the internal market.
5. With the exception of the Value Added Tax, excises on
mineral oils remain, in te~~s of value, the single most
important indirect tax within the Community. Provision
must be mad~3 for the protection of Member States 1
revenues after 1992. The conditions under which the tax
is levied must be sufficiently aligned to ensure that no

dilution of ·these revenues arises from the abolition of
controls at intra-community borders.
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III.BASIC CONCEPTS IN THE HARMONIZATION OF STRUCTURES

1. Both the tax revenue accruing to Member States and
the cost to the tax-payer are affected by aspects of the
structure of taxation as well as by the rate. This is
reflected in such questions as, for instance, whether a
specific product can, or cannot, be placed in a bonded
warehouse under suspension of duty, whether duty is
payable immediately or can be deferred and the extent·to
which certain end uses are granted exemptions.
the approaches to these and to
related questions in the various Me:rrtber States poses
particular difficulties in drawing up a policy to cover
the control of these products and the taxes charged on
them within the internal market.
2.

The

complexity of

the
breadth of products subject to duty, in the definition
3.

Disparities

of

practice

are

to

be

found

in

of the taxable event, in the degree of physical control
and in the tenns and condi t;ions of pay-ment. 'I'he greatest
variations

are,

however

to

be

found

between

the

exemption schemes and schemes of preferential treatmen·t

which have developed independently in the Member States.
4.

The

approach

of the

Commission to

this

intricate

situation can only be pragmatic. The main objective must
be to arrive at the measure

of harmonization required

to ensure the establishxne:nt and the functioning of the
internal market.

Those differences which can give rise

states'
revenues must be resolved in a manner which causes least
disruption to existing national practices and at the
same time does not increase the burden of compliance on
tax-payers. It must however be recognized that i·t is
to anomalies in trade cr in the flo"t-J of

~Iember
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beyond the ambit of the current proposal to elirninate
all competitive inequali·t.ies arising from differences in
nationa} fiscal practices" These should, for the moment,
be left to the Member States to resolve for themselves
in the light of their c:.wn national situations.

5. Of the measures which have been identified as being
essential to the objective set out above, those which
relate to the circulation and warehousing of exciseable

are
the
subject
of
a
separate
proposal
establishing common provisions for all categ,.:>ries of
exciseahl.e products (4) • This horizontal proposal also
deals with cornmon provisions concerning the chargeable
goods,

event and the :modalities of payment" It is however
recognizrc!d Uwt the taxation of (~ach of -tl1.e :major

categories of ex.ciseable products - alcoholic beverages,
manufactured tobacco produci:s as well as mineral oils will have cert:ai.n features which remain unique and
therefore cannot be defined on a common basis. For
mineral oils, ·these are ident.ified in the course of the
current proposal"

'• COM(90) ••••••
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comm~nta%~on.

the articles

ARTICLE 1

1.1
on

Sets down the context of the Directive,
the

Member

States

the

obligation

to

imposing

subject

the

products defined in Article 2 to the excise duty.
This Article makes an essential cross-reference to
the Directives laying down the rates of duty on those
produ.c·ts which are to be taxed.
lo2

2o1

•rnis

excise

lists the products on v.•hich the
chargeable on the basis of combined

Article

duty

is

Nomencla'cure (CN) codes. The aim is to set out, in a
comprehensive manner, all hydrocarbons which can be used
For reasons of control, the
list extends to chemically pure hydrocarbons whose use

as fuel or as motor fuel.

in these circumstances could be considered as largely
theoretical.

Th.e products for ~-.Jhich a rat.e of duty is specified in
the rat:es proposal are the following:Petrol, leaded:

2710 00 31
2710 00 35

Petrol,

unlead,.~d:

2710 00 33

Road diesel:

2710 00 69

Heating gas oi.1:

2710 00 69

Heavy fuel oil:

2710 00 79

Liquid petrole.um g·ases z

from

2711 12 11
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to
Kerosene:

2711 13 90
2710 00 51
2710 00 55

Those other hydrocarbons listed in this article would
only be subject to duty in the event of their being used
as fuel or as motor fuel and, shall be liable to excise
duty when used as fuel or motor fuel, according to their
use.
The use of the CN as a system of reference is justified
on the grounds that it encompasses the only agreed and
legally established inventory of products which can be
used for fiscal products. In this proposal the CN
clearly identifies the products to be brought within the
scope of the tax. The minimum levels O·f taxation or tax
bands set out
in the rates proposal are expressed in
terms of commercial product descriptions. The CN codes
provide the essential link between the overall scope of
the harmonized excise duty as prescribed in Article 1.1
and the rates proposal.
2. 3
To protect the tax base, provision is made to
extend the charge to substitute fuels where these are
used or as motor fuels. Given the current level of
technical development in this area, the approach taken
is in conformity with the general practice ·in Member
states. Future developments, particularly in the area of
more environment friendly motor fuels may demand that
the taxation of such fuel will have to be reconsidered
in time.
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2. 4
As the various products are defined in 2. 1 by
reference to the codes of the CN which are subject to
regular updating it is necessary on grounds of certainty
to specify the version concerned. Accordingly, the
version of the CN in force on the date of application of
the Directive will be the relevant version.

ARTICLE 3

3.1 .Defines the basis on which the charge to taxation
is to be charged. It is appropriate, in the process
towards
harmonization of
rates,
that
a
standard
temperature be specified. The transition from ambient
temperature accounting in those few Member States where
this practice remains, should not be excessively onerous
as commercial transactions in mineral oils are usually
based on standard temperature.

ARTICLE 4

4.1
The common definition of the chargeable event (or
the moment when the tax becomes chargeable) is set out
for all categories of exciseable products in the
horizontal directive proposal. This Article is concerned
with those provisions which are unique to mineral oils
As

in accordance with accepted practice in the

majority of Member States the consumption of mineral
oils
within
a
production
establishment
does
not
constitute a chargeable event giving rise to the excise
duty unless this event occurs in respect of fuel for
motor vehicles or for purposes not related to the
production of mineral oils.
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It

is also necessary to define as

a

cha:r.g-eable

to the ~xcise duty; those
circumstances t:1EVisatJed by .!\rticle 2. 3 w~1en a prod.u.ct
which j_s no1.1ually non-taxable (i.e. 1 not listed. in

taxable

e·vent.

giving

rise

Article 2.1) i.;; put up for sale or used as
or else the

fc=~ct

thai~

a :motor fuel
such a product is intended to be

used as a :mot.or fuel."

ARTICLE S

process cvvered by
the CN.
In

effect,

J:.ddit.ic:n~.l

t:he

Not:.~~

4

ob1iga.tions

to

Cha.pt.er 27

arising·

fro:m

of

this

definition ar"'1 not.: listed in detail b1.1t. are left to be
governed by thB la.vrs of ·ti:.l.e i:•1ernber States.
<•;;..:-

Community levEd

such details as the specifications of
1

to

would :not

be approprir:d:e 1
construction etc.

indeed feasible,

x~c

set down at a

and accordingly t.hese are left to

be

set at national levels.

is already established Commission policy
that lubricant:s should not be charged excise duty, it is

5. 2

As

it

appropriate

that

provision

be

made

to

allow

for

the

'exclusion of such establishments from consideration as
establishments
conformity
States,

with

producing
practice

mineral
in the

oils.
This
majority of

is

in

I>lember
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ARTICLE 6

G.a)

permits the exclusion from the application of the

principle given in the first paragraph of Article 5.1
cases where the a.im of the operation is not to produce
mineral oils but is the inevitable accompanying result,
for example where mineral oils are obtained as a result
of the

purification of water or from the cleaning of

ta.nkers o:t: containers which have held mineral oils.

6.b) covers the case of operations which are not
actually product..ion operations but which are carried out
in order to enable the main product to be re-used in the
same establishment.
gives t.he option to Member States not treat the
operation consisting of mixin.g mineral oils with other

!ioc)

mineral oils or other materials as production of mineral
oils.

of these optional provisions is to
enable the :r.-rero.ber States to limit the number of
production establishmEmts l'!lhich are to be the subject of
The

intent

fiscal control,

ARTICLE 7
•rhis Article is related to Article 4 which sets
the particular considerations in relation to the
defini t'.ion of t.he chargeable event which are unique to
mineral oils..
In these ci~cumstances, the excise duty
becomes chaxgeable when the events set out in the first
and st?:cond indents of Article 7.1 occur (i.e. , taxable

consump1:icm
on
t:b.e
premises
of
a
production
establishment or use as motor fuel). The final indent is
essentially a

control provision the conditions giving
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rise to a reduced rate or duty exemption are no longer
fulfilled.
In

~ccordance

with the practice in certain Member

Stat_es '· the option is provided in Article 7. 2 enabling
fiscal administrations to decide whether,
of

a

change

~uty

in

rates,

this

in the event

should

require

.compensatory payments !rom, or to, the taxpayer.

ARTICLE

~-

Common . prov~sions

r~lating

to the exemption from

. duty of exciseable, products destined for certain enduses

are

set

out

in

the

Circulation

Directive.

This

Article deals with the exemptions or reductions in duty
which are particular to mineral oils.
\

'

I

'

'

'

.. The approaches taken by. the Member States to the
que~tion. of .exempt or reduced rate use of mineral oils
. ' .
.
.
is an . area wl'lich shows the greatest diversity and in
.many ,ins~ances it is d.ifficult to find a common thread.
The critical question to be addressed is whether the
.

'

retention of such differing practices

is

incompatible

with,, the abo~ition of. fiscal borde.rs. In certain cases
i:t may w.ell pe. possible that such control measures as
are needed can continue to be
involvement of frontier checks.
. case, .Member, . ~~ates
their practices.

imp~emented

without the

If this is indeed the

should be left free to determine

1\.rticle 8.1 lists those uses, which in the opinion of
the Commission and in keeping with the requirements of
the internal
manner

should be treated in a consistent

throughol.lt .. the

,exemption,
current

marke~,

due

~~count

practices

established

Community.
was

and

policies

taken

also
in

of

other

transport, environment and energy).

In
of

the

deciding

predominant

consistency
fields

on
with

(generally
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~

.1. a)

provides for a general exemption fro:rn duty for

mineral oils used for purposes other than as motor fuels
or as heating fuels. This would extend to oils used as
lubricants, hydraulic fluid, solvents, cleaning products
etc., as well. as achieving the primary aim of exempting
raw materials or industrial feedstocks. This is in
accordance with the general trend of practice thro11ghout
the Member States.

8~1.b) is concerned with exempting gas-oil supplied to
~un public railways. In principle this can be justified
on the grounds of the railway networks directly bearing
the cost of ·the own infrastructure
(unlike road
transport).
Most Member States provide some form of fiscal
treatment to· railways which reflects this premise.
However · the detailed approaches var.y ·considerably and
the establishment of a conunon prac~:ice wi.li inevitably
entail changes in certain Member States. In the final
analysis such an ·approach is justified on the following
grounds:
-

it would be inviting distortion in the market if

tax-related fuel price differences for this form of
transport were to be retained.
- increasingly, international railways are run on
(generally tax free) electricity and those which do
not benefit from electrification should be treated
in an equal manner.
it

is

railways

equally
this

instance

to
on

justify
a

basis

treating
any

less

favourable than that foreseen for air travel

(see

8. 1. d) •

in

difficult

-~
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- railways represent an enviro,nment-friendly form of
mass-transport and should not be penalised v~s-a-vis

ot.Ii.er methods.
8~1.c)

reflects the normal practice whereby certain gas

used ·as ·motor fuels are taxed but are othe,rwise _exempt..
8.'l.d) ·Most Memher States distinguish between .commercial

and private

flying

although the

definition

varies.

The

exact

nature

of

the

treatment

accorded
to
i~~ernati~nal'as
again~t ~nternal
na~igati~n
differs and
. .
.
...
·. '
.. -.
in'; some ·. instances. a distinction is drawn. between
~

;

'

'

·•

scheduled and chartered naVi<Jat~on. There are sufficient
disparities· in practice to give rise to distortions
.

i

,,

an.djor the need for additional controls in the event of
the removal of existing controls at national borders.
The· approach taken· is to standardise the exist.ing

exemption for fuel supplied to international
flights,

to all

commercial
aviation.
''
.

commercial

This would give

·ecr~al treatment to air travel b.etween any two . points
· within the ·community, in the process emphasising the
seamless nature of the internal market. Fuel supplied
for private aviation shc:mld be S\lbject to tax -:- as is
generally the case today.
; '

T~is

is

6on~istent

with

established
::

Community

transport policy.

a.1. e')

.

Similar

.

..

.

.

considerations

apply

as

in

the

above

case. Corisist.imcy would dictate that all navigation
within community waters as well as internal navigation
be treated in sjmilar fashion.
R.2
is concerned with those cases which on grounds of
materiality or. other factors are best left, for the
moment, to the liember States.
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The first
indent covers exemptions from
or
reduction in excises accorded to oils (generally heavy
fuel oil) used by public utilities for the generation of
electricity

in

certain

Member

states.

The

nature

of

these supplies (to a restricted a.nd clearly identifiable
category of consumers) is such tnat control risks c.re
not likely to be increased by the abolition of ·fiscal
borders.
The existing schemes of relief or exemption
allowed to the activities listed in the second indent
are sufficiently diverse as to ~ake it extremely
difficult to formulat.e a common policy without profound
and detailed study.
Similar considerations would indicate the limited
schemes of relief to public read transport should not be
interfered with.
8.3

provides that the continuance of the exemptions or

reductions listed above can be examined and their future
role re-considered.
8. 4

irrespective of the general provision for review

set out in 8.3, these exemptions or reductions shall be
reviewed by the Council acting on th~ basis of a
proposal from the Commission before the end of 1996.
8. s
allows Member States to determine the mechanism
and controls to used in implementing the reductions and
exemptions referred to.
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duty

Exemptions from
representations
•

.organizations,:'. .
•

--:''-:~

,.... ,.... 1.·,.

)•

.!.l·~~· :·'~

and

for deliveries
the
like

arm~d.;fpJ;'c~s.etq •.•
;-·!'! ·:

:

~:

•.

,'1,':1•',,~

.., ·~·

.. • • '

·.,_...

to 4ipl,ornatic
(international

) are dealt within t:he
,""-' •.

I

J

•

proposal
on common provJ.sJ.ons for
al~ . ~xciseable
products(s). Exemptions for ship's stores and comparable
supplies (including those for
with in a separate directive.

fishing)

will

be dealt

ARTICLE 9

To facilitate the movement and control of coloured and
marked oils within the Community, it is necessary that a
common or co-ordinated scheme be drawn up. Given the
complexity of the matter, this will require detailed
study on the part of the Commission before a proposal
can be drawn up. In the meantime,
the existing schemes
operated by
Member States will form the basis of ongoing control.

ARTICLE 10

Reference is made to the provisions providing for the
establishment of an Excise Committee in the horizontal
dir~ctive proposal.
ARTICLE 11

This Article is self-explanatory and requires no
comment.

(5) . CQM(Cj()) •••••••

ARTICLE 12

This Article is selt
comment.

•xplanato~

•no

~e~ir~• ~o
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Proposal for a

COUNCIL DIRECTIVE
on the harmonization of the structures of
excise duties on mineral oils

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMl!UNITIES,

Having

regard

to

the

Treaty

establishing

the

European

Economic Community, and in particular Article 99 thereof,
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission,
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament,
Having regard

to

the

opinion of the

Economic

and

Social

Committee,
1
Whereas Council Directive .•••••••.•.••••• Lays down provisions relating
to the rates of excise duty applicable to mineral oils;

Whereas it is
a uniform

necessar~

manne~to

if those duties are to be applied in

determine common definitions for all the

products concerned;
Whereas it is useful to base such definitions on those set out in
the
Combined
Nomenclature
which
represents
an
established
comprehensive system providing a suitable basis for taxation

purposes;
Whereas it is necessary to ensure that duty is charged on a
common basis;
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Whereas it. is necessary to lay down precisely at Community
level the exemptions or rate reductions which apr•1Y t:o t.hose
mineral oils which cross frontiers;
Whereas, however, it is appropriate to permit Member States
to apply their own conditions to exemptions or rate

reductions
State;

linked

HAS ADOPTED THIS

to

end

uses

DIRECTIVE~

within the territory of the.
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I. FIELD OF APPLICATION

1. Member States sha.ll impose on mineral oils a harmonized
excise duty in accordance with the provisions of this
Directive.
2. Hember States shall fix their rates in accordance with

Directive • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • /_approximating

the

rates

of

excise duty on mineral oils3.
ARTICLE 2
1. For

the

purpos•~

of

this Directive the term

"mineral

oil 11 covers:
a) products falling within CN code 2706

utilisable as

substitutes for fuel oils;
b) products falling within CN codes 2707 99 11 and 2707

99 19 of which 90% or more of -their volume distils at
a temperature up ·to 21S
degrees centigrade and
products falling within CN codes 2707 1.0 10, 2707 10
90,

2707 20 10,

2707 20 901

2707 30 10,

2707 30 90,

2707 50 10, 2707 50.91 and 2707 50 99;

c) products falling 1-vit.hin CN codes 2707 91 00, 2707 99
91 and 2707 99 99 utilisable as substitutes for fuel
oils;
d) products falling within CN code -2710, with the
exception of those preparations which do not possess
the qualities necessary for use as motor fuels;
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e) products

falling

natural gas

within

CN

code

excluding

2711,

and methane except when these products

are used as motor fuels;
f) products falling within CN codes 2712 20 00, 2712 90
31, 2712 90 33, 2712 90 39 and 2712 90 90;
g) products

falling

within

CN

code

with

2713

the

exception of resinous products, used bleaching earth,
acid residues and basic residues;
h) products falling within CN code 2715;
i) products falling wit.hin CN code 2901 and codes 2902
11

00,

2902

19

90/

2902 30 10, 2902 30 90,
43

oo,

2902

20

10,

2902 41 00,

20

90!

2902 42 00,

2902

2902

2902 44 10 and 2902 44 90;

j) products falling within CN codes 3403 11 00, 3403 19
10, 3403 19 91 and 3403 19 99;
k)

products

falling

within

CN

code

3404

containing

more than 85% by weight of the products referred to in
(f)

or (g);

1) products falling within CN codes 3811 21 00 and 3811
29 00;
m)

products falling within CN codes 3811 19 00 and 3811
90 00;

n) products falling within CN codes 3817 10 10, 3817 10
90 and 3817 20 oo;
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2.

Those mineral oils, other than those for which a Level of duty
is s~ecified in Dire6tive •••••••••••••••• , shall be subject to
~xcise

duty if intended for use, offered for sale or used as fuel

the rate of duty to be charged shall be fixed,

or road fuel.

according to use, at the rate for the equivalent fuel or road

3.

In addition to the

t~xable

fu~l.

products enumerated in paragraph 1, any

product similar in nabJre to mineral oils

~nd

intended for

use~

offered for sale or used as motor fuel, or as an additive or
extender in motor

II.

fuels~'

sh<lll also be taxed as motor fuela

ESTABLISHMENT OF THE EXCISE DUTY
,4\RTICLE 3

In each Member State, mineraL oils shall be subjected to a specific
excise duty calculDted per 1000 litres of product at a temperature of
15 degrees Celsius.

However, for products referred to in Article 2(1)

used as heavy fuel oils, the specific duty shall be calculated per
1000 kg of product.

ARTICLE 4

1.

In addition to the common provisions defining the chargeable event

as set out in Directive ••••••.•.•••••• the offer for sale or use
as motor fuel, or as an additive or extender, as provided for in
Article 2<3>, shall also be considered as a chargeable event giving
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rise to the excise duty in the case of mineral oils.

2. The consumption of mineral oils within the curtilage of
an establishment producing mineral oils shall
considered as a chargeable event giving rise
excise
purposes

duty

except

not

when

related

to

such
that

not be
to the

consumption

production

or

is

for

for

the

propulsion of motor vehicles.
ARTICLE 5

1.

Without prejudice to the provisions of Article 6,
establishment
Article

2 (1)

process

within

Chapter 27

in

which

the

products referred to in

are manufactured or subject to a
the

meaning

an

of

Additional

of the CN is considered as

specific

Note

4

to

an establishment

producing mineral oils.
2. :Member

Stat.es

shall

not

be

obliged

to

treat

as

"establishments
producing
mineral
oils",
those
establishment:s in which. the only products manufactured
are

lubricants

not

subject

to

the

harmonized

excise

duty.
lL.l{TICLE 6

Member States shall not be obliged to treat as "production
of mineral oils":
a) operations during which small
oils are obtained incidentallyi

quanti ties

of

mineral

b) operations by -vrhich ·the user of a mineral oil makes its
reutil.isation possible in his own undert.aking provided
that the amounts of excise du.t.y already paid on such

- 24 -

oil is not lO't.ve:t· than the amount of excise dut.y 't'lhich
would be due were 1:he reused oil to be -liable again to
the excise duty;
c) the

operation

consisting

of

mixing,

outside

a

production establishment or a bonded warehouse, mineral
oils

with

other

mineral

oils

or

other

materials,

provided:

(i) that excise. duty on the components has been paid
previously, and.
{ ii) that the amount paid is no·t less than ·i:hG a:mcmnt.
of

excj.se

d.uty

which

-:;·muld

be

chargeablE~

on

the

mixture.
The first: prov:tso

The

~;hall

not apply Ttrhere the mixture

second proviso shall

noi::

apply where

which differen·:.: :-ca.b::s apply nave

been

components t:o

mixed for technical

reasons.
.AR'l'ICJ... l~ 7

1. In addition to 1.:he coxn:mon provision on the payinent of
excise duty

as

set.

ouJc

in Di rc ct i ve •••••••••

0

•••••••

1

excise duty on mineral oils shall also become due:
upon the occurrence of one of the ehargeable events
referred to in Article 4;

- when

it

is

established that

a

final

use

condition

necessary for the benefit of a reduced rate of duty or
an exemption

is no Longer fuLfilled.
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.·
2. on a change in one or more rates of the excise duty,
stocks of mineral oil reLeased for consumption may be
to
an increase in or reduction of the excise
subject
duty.
Rules for recovering the increase or the repayment of
the excess of the excise duty shall be laid dowh by
the

MeF~er

States.

ARTICLE B
1. In addition t.o the common provisions on exempt uses of

exciseable
and

without

f'lember

States

products
prejudice
shall

as

set
ta

out

other

exempt

the

in Directive ••••••••••••
Community
folloMi!'lg

provisions,
products

under conditions which they shall lay down for the
purpose of ensuring the correct and straightforward
application of

such exemptions

and of preventing any

evasion, avoidance or abuse:
a) oils used for purposes other than as motor fuels or
as heating fuels;
b) oils used as fuel for the propulsion of
vehicles running on public railway networks;
c) gases referred to in Article 2 (1) (e) and
for purposes other than as motor fuels;
d)

(U

railway

used

oils supplied for use as fuels for the purpose of
air navigation other than private pleasure flying.
For the purposes of this Directive, "private pleasure
flying" shall be taken to mean the use of aircraft by
the owner ·thereof or the natural or legal person who
enjoys their use either through hire or through any
other

means,

for

purposes

other

than

commercial

- 26 -

purposes and in particular other than for carriage of
passengers or goods for consideration;

for use as fuel for the purpose of
navigation on inland waterways and within Community
waters (including fishing) other than for use in
private pleasure craft.

e) oils

supplied

For the purposes of this Directive, "private
craft" shall be

plea~3ure

taken to mean craft used by the owner

or t:he natural or legal person who enjoys
their use e.it:her through hire or through any. ot.her
means, for purposes ot.her than commercial pm:.·poses
thereof

in part"icula::r: ot.her: t.han for the
passengers o~ goods for consideration.
and

carriage. of

2. Without prejudic;;:: to other Community provisions,

~Iem.ber

states shall rema:Ln f:cee to determine the e:>j:ernptions or
reductions :in the rate of duty
which they apply to .
mineral oils used under fiscal control~
- in

the

process

of

producing

elect.:.ricit:y

by

public

and

inland

utilities,
- in

agricul i:ure,

hort::i.cul ture,

forestry

fisheries,
- in the a.rea of local public transport.
3. If

the

Commission

considers

that

·the

exempt.ions

or

reductions provided for in paragraphs 1 and 2 are no.longer

sustainable,

particularly in ter:ms of fair competition

distortion to the functioning of the internal
market, or Community policy in the area of protection
it· shall
submit
appropriate
environment,
of
the
br

proposals to the Counciln
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4. In any event and at the

Latest

by

31 December 1996,

the Council shall review the situation with regard to
the exemptions or reductions provided for in paragraphs 1 and 2
on th~ basis of a report from the Commissio~ and shall
determine on a proposal from the Commission, after
consultation with the European Parliament, whether any
or all of them shall be abolished.
5. Member

States

exemptions

or

shall

be

reductions

free
in

to
the

give
rate

effect
of

to

duty

the

listed

in paragraphs 1 and 2 by means of a refund of excise paid.

III. CONTROLS
ARTICLE 9
Pending
the
adoption
of
Community
rules
colouring and marking of those mineral

for
oils

the
used

reduced rate as fuel or as motor fuel, Member States
take all necessary measures to prevent improper use.

at

a

shall

IV F'INAL PROVISIONS
ARTICLE 10
Where necessary, the Community measures to give effect to
this
Directive,
shall be adopted by the Commission
according to the procedure provided for in Title VI of
Council

Directive .........

o o..

concerning

the

general

r:n::rangements for products subj ec:t to excise duty a.nd on
t.he holding and movem~:mt of sueh products ( 1).

(1) OJ. No.

of ...... (COM(90) ••••• )

o
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ARTICLE 11
Mem~er

States

shall

bring

into

force

the

laws,

regulations and administrative provisions necessary to
comply with this· Directive not later than 31 December
1992.

When the Member States adopt such provisions they shall
reference to this Directive or shall be
..

/.

on official publication.

accompanie~

cont~in

a

by such a reference

The Member States shall Lay down the manner

in which such reference shall be made.

ARTICLE 12

This Directive is addressed to the Member States ..

Done at

For the CounciL
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FICHE D'IMPACT SUR LES PME ET L'EMPLOI

La
presente
proposition
de
directive
visant
au
rapprochement des otructures des droits d'accise grevant
les huiles minerales est necessaire dans le cadre de
l'abolition des frontieres fiscales et s'integre dans
l'ensemble des mesures prises pour l'achevement du marche
interieur.
I.

Obligations
!'application
entrepises:
- neant.

II.

Quels sont les avantages pour les entreprises?
- neant.

administratives
decoulant
de la presente directive pour

de
les

III. Y-a-t-il des inconvenients pour les entreprises en
termes de couts supplementaires?
!'application
de
la
presente
n'entrainera
entreprises.
IV.

aucun

cout

supplementaire

directive
pour

les

Effets sur l'emploi:
- neant.

v.

Les partenaires sociaux n'ont pas ete consultes.

VI.

Une approche alternative moins contraignante n' est
pas· envisageable dans le cadre de 1 'abolition des
frontieres fiscales.

L'applicati.on de .la presente proposition de directive n'aura
pas d' in.cide.nce financiere sur les ressources propres de la
Com:munaute.
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